Due to the availability of huge amounts of data and processing abilities, current artificial intelligence (AI) systems are effective at solving complex tasks. However, despite the success of AI in different areas, the problem of designing AI systems that can truly mimic human cognitive capabilities such as artificial general intelligence, remains largely open. Consequently, many emerging cross-device AI applications such as Gboard mobile keyboard on Android, QuickType keyboard, and the vocal classifier for Siri on iOS, will require a transition from traditional centralized learning systems towards large-scale distributed AI systems that can collaboratively perform multiple complex learning tasks. In this paper, we propose a novel design philosophy called democratized learning (Dem-AI) whose goal is to build large-scale distributed learning systems that rely on the self-organization of distributed learning agents that are well-connected, but limited in learning capabilities. Correspondingly, inspired from the societal groups of humans, the specialized groups of learning agents in the proposed Dem-AI system are selforganized in a hierarchical structure to collectively perform learning tasks more efficiently. As such, the Dem-AI learning system can evolve and regulate itself based on the underlying duality of two processes that we call specialized and generalized processes. In this regard, we present a reference design as a guideline to realize future Dem-AI systems, inspired by various interdisciplinary fields. Accordingly, we introduce four underlying mechanisms in the design such as plasticity-stability transition mechanism, 2 self-organizing hierarchical structuring, specialized learning, and generalization. Finally, we establish possible extensions and new challenges for the existing learning approaches to provide better scalable, flexible, and more powerful learning systems with the new setting of Dem-AI.
a large-scale distributed learning system is through the use of the emerging federated learning (FL) framework [2] . In FL, on-device learning agents collaboratively train a global learning model without sharing their local datasets. The global model at the central server allows the local model improve the learning performance at each agent, however, iteratively updating the global model based on the aggregation of local models can also has a negative impact on the personalized performance at users [2] . For example, in a supervised FL setting, the local model is optimized to fit the local dataset, whereas the global model is built on the simple aggregation of local learning parameters (e.g., FedProx [12] ) so as to perform well on the distributed dataset.
In practice, local datasets collected by each agent are unbalanced, statistically heterogeneous, and exhibit non-i.i.d (non-independent and non-identically distributed) characteristics. Thus, the global model of FL can become biased and strongly affected by the agents who have more data samples or those who perform larger update steps during the aggregation of local model parameters. Consequently, beyond a certain threshold value of training rounds, the generalized global model can negatively affect the personalized performance at several learning agents [2] .
Hence, the conventional FL cannot efficiently handle the underlying cohesive relation between the generalization and personalization (or specialization) abilities of the learning model in the testing and validation phase [2] . This raises an important, fundamental research question: How can one resolve the discrepancies between global and personalized accuracy? To answer this question and overcome the aforementioned limitations of existing FL frameworks, we seek to develop a novel design philosophy which can be widely used for future large-scale distributed learning systems. To the best of our knowledge, the work in [13] was the first attempt to study and improve the personalized performance of FL using a so-called personalized federated averaging (Per-FedAvg) algorithm based on MLF. However, in [13] the cohesive relation between the generalization and personalization were not adequately analyzed.
B. Lifelong Learning and Formation of a Hierarchical Structure
Inspired from the lifelong learning capability of biological intelligence and systems [14] , we observe that both generalization and specialization capabilities are involved in building a large-scale distributed learning system. As is the case in any form of biological intelligence, we observe a continual developmental process: from stem cells to complex structures with multiple functionalities, such as the human brain. For example, in humans, the learning process consists of many stages such as newly born, childhood, and grown-up. A newly born stage characterizes the generalization capability with a high level of neurosynaptic plasticity [14] in a human brain.
The synaptic plasticity level is intrinsically involved to consolidate knowledge for learning and adapting to the dynamic environment. In this learning stage, an individual can vastly learn basic functions/skills and abilities by leveraging curiosity, implicit or explicit rewards, or under the influence of social adaptation and education. The transition from the newly born stage to the childhood stage is characterized by the individual's pursuit to have a specialization capability over a set of already known basic skills and to further explore the world with a hierarchical structure of knowledge-involving new knowledge to tackle the complex tasks. At the grownup stage, individuals are more able to efficiently deal with highly complex tasks, i.e., better adaptation ability in the known environment for solving complex learning tasks. However, they also lose the power of generalization capabilities, i.e., it is harder for those individuals to learn new things due to the improvement of knowledge consistency following various developmental stages [14] .
In another observation about the role of individual capabilities in the social structure development process, individuals contribute to society in resolving multiple complex tasks in a way similar to the learning agents in large-scale distributed learning systems. An individual exists as a unit entity with some basic survival objectives and functions/skills in the social hierarchy while interacting, contributing, and forming smaller groups such as a family. The conglomeration of families and relatives characterizes a society that behaves as a bigger group to resolve complex life issues and resolve/create conflicts. Subsequently, a union of such groups within a border demarcation represents a state which has their own distinct legal regulations and social structures to solve complex social issues. The states form a global world organization, such as the United Nations, to maintain global harmony and solve overly complex global issues. Thus, many small groups unite to form a hierarchical structure for knowledge sharing and solving complex tasks. Here, the group formation process is guided for a common purpose of shared benefits among the members, or the smaller social groups. Moreover, the structure analogous to human society results in the collective behavior of an interactive crowd, often characterized by swarm intelligence, which is well-observed in numerous biological systems [15] . Over time, such collaboratively-built social structures become stable and more consistent.
These observations provide sufficient hints about the underlying duality of the generalized and specialized processes in the entire development process of biological intelligence or systems.
These processes eventually integrate many basic skills to behave/become complex skills; from generalized knowledge at a high level of plasticity towards more specialized ones at a high level of stability. This also raises an important question: How can one understand and formalize the duality of the generalized and specialized processes regarding the plasticity and stability of a distributed learning system?
C. Our Contributions
Existing distributed AI systems such as FL focus on building the federation of a central server and clients to construct a global model from the aggregation of personalized models, irrespective of the differences in agents' capabilities and the characteristics of their local dataset and learning task. Different from FL, we consider a self-organizing learning framework with a hierarchical structure for solving multiple complex learning tasks. Furthermore, considering the observations in Section I-B, we develop a novel philosophy to analyze the following research questions for collective learning from a large number of biased learning agents, who are committed to learn from limited datasets and learning capabilities:
• How can large-scale distributed AI systems be self-organized in a suitable hierarchical structure to perform knowledge sharing?
• How can learning knowledge be shared among learning agents and tasks?
• How can learning agents integrate the generalized knowledge to enhance their learning performance?
In a nutshell, our key contribution is to develop fundamental principles for building large-scale distributed AI systems from the self-organizing hierarchical structures that consist of a very large number of biased individuals (learning agents). In our envisioned system, voluntary contributions from the learning agents enable collaborative learning that empowers the hierarchical structure to solve multiple complex tasks, while supporting each agent to improve its learning performance. Furthermore, this collaboration will speed up the learning process for the new members without prior learning knowledge and adds benefits in expanding the generalized knowledge of the groups. Accordingly, we study the underlying dual specialized-generalized processes to develop a "philosophy and design" of a new distributed learning system, namely democratized learning or Dem-AI, in short. Furthermore, the design philosophy of Dem-AI opens up many new research challenges and extensions of the existing learning settings for FL, MTL, MLF, multi-agent reinforcement learning (MARL), and transfer learning. To provide a holistic view, we present the anatomy of Dem-AI as shown in Fig. 2 . The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
We introduce the fundamental concepts and principles of the proposed democratized learning philosophy in Section II. A reference design of democratized learning is presented III, followed by the possible extension of existing machine learning settings in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.
II. DEMOCRATIZED LEARNING PHILOSOPHY
In this section, we introduce our Dem-AI philosophy including the definition, concepts as shown in Fig. 3 , and the principle related to the evolution of the self-organizing hierarchical structure, specialized learning, and generalization in the new democratized learning system. 
A. Definitions, Goal, and Concepts
Definition and goal: Democratized Learning (Dem-AI in short) focuses on the study of a dual (coupled and working together) specialized-generalized processes in a self-organizing hierarchical structure of large-scale distributed learning systems. The specialized and generalized processes must operate jointly towards an ultimate learning goal identified as performing collective learning from biased learning agents, who are committed to learn from their own data using their limited learning capabilities. As such, the ultimate learning goal of the Dem-AI system is to establish a mechanism of collectively solving common (single or multiple) complex learning tasks from a large number of learning agents.
Democracy in learning:
The Dem-AI system features a unique characterization of participation in the learning process, and consequently develops the notion of democracy in learning whose principles include the following:
• According to the differences in their characteristics, learning agents are divided into appropriate groups that can be specialized for the learning tasks. These specialized groups are self-organized in a hierarchical structure to mediate voluntary contributions from all members in the collaborative learning for solving multiple complex tasks.
• The shared generalized learning knowledge supports specialized groups and learning agents to improve their learning performance by reducing individual biases during participation.
In particular, the learning system allows new group members to: a) speed up their learning process with the existing group knowledge and b) incorporate their new learning knowledge in expanding the generalization capability of the whole group.
Dem-AI Meta-Law:
We define a meta-law as a mechanism that can be used to manipulate the transition between the dual specialized-generalized processes of our Dem-AI system. This meta-law is driven by two coincident primary forces: 1) A stability force, and 2) a plasticity force. Throughout the learning time, the transition mechanism adjusts the importance weight between these forces to empower the plasticity or the stability in the specialized learning and generalization as well as the hierarchical structure of the Dem-AI system. The Dem-AI meta-law also provides the necessary information to regulate the self-organizing hierarchical structuring mechanism.
Specialized Process: This process is used to leverage the specialized learning capabilities at the learning agents and specialized groups by exploiting their collected data. This process also drives the hierarchical structure of specialized groups with many levels of relevant generalized knowledge to become stable and well-separated. Accordingly, with the addition of higher levels of generalized knowledge created by the generalization of all specialized group members, the learning agents can exploit their local datasets so as to reduce biases during personalized learning for a single learning task. Thus, the personalized learning objective has two goals in its learning problem: 1) To perform specialized learning, and 2) to reuse the available hierarchical generalized knowledge. However, the specialized learning can be performed with group formation when the members do not have learning capabilities on their own or are required to solve a coordination task. Considerably, over time, the generalized knowledge becomes less important compared to the specialized learning goal and a more stable hierarchical structure of specialized groups will form. These transitions are the direct consequence of the stability force characterized by the specialized knowledge exploitation, and knowledge consistency. However, it becomes stronger over time in the meta-law design of our Dem-AI principle.
Generalized Process: This process is used to regulate the generalization mechanism for all existing specialized groups as well as the plasticity level of all groups. Here, group plasticity pertains to the ease with which learning agents can change their groups. The generalization mechanism encourages group members to become close together when doing a similar learning task and share knowledge. This process enables the sharing of knowledge among group members and the construction of a hierarchical level of the generalized knowledge from all of the specialized groups. Thereafter, the generalized knowledge helps the Dem-AI system to maintain the generalization ability for efficiently dealing with environment changes or new learning tasks. Accordingly, knowledge sharing is preferred to construct the generalized knowledge from similar and correlated learning tasks. Moreover, to resolve the conflict among excessively different specialized groups, an election mechanism can be adopted to reach consensus or a union mechanism can be applied to maintain the diversity of the potential groups. Consequently, the hierarchical generalized knowledge can be constructed based on the contribution of the group members, which is driven by the plasticity force. This force is characterized by creative attributes, knowledge exploration, multi-task capability, and survival in uncertainty, and it becomes weaker over time in the meta-law design of the Dem-AI principle.
Self-organizing Hierarchical Structure: According to the transition between the two basic forces as well as the necessary information in the meta-law, the hierarchical structure of specialized groups and the relevant generalized knowledge are constructed and regulated following a self-organization principle. Accordingly, this structure evolves to become more stable: Temporary small groups with high-level of group plasticity will later unite to form a bigger group that enhances the generalized capability for all members. Thus, the specialized groups at higher levels in the hierarchical structure have more members and can construct more generalized (less biased) knowledge.
Next, we establish the general principles that characterize the evolution of underlying processes in Dem-AI.
B. Dem-AI Principle
Transition in the dual specialized-generalized process during the training: Throughout the learning time, the specialized process becomes dominant over the generalized process to perform better in the training environment following the Dem-AI meta-law design. Consequently, this transition induces the following evolution principles of Dem-AI • P1: Evolution of specialized learning and generalization: The transition due to the duality of the two processes keeps the Dem-AI system evolving in order to provide a better adaptation ability for solving complex learning tasks during training. The Dem-AI system observes an incremental impact of the specialized learning over the learning time and also loses the power of generalization, i.e., a decremental opportunity to deal with environment changes, such as unseen data, new learning agents, and new learning tasks.
• P2: Evolution of the self-organizing hierarchical structure: The transition due to the duality of the two processes keeps the self-organizing hierarchical structure of the Dem-AI system evolving from a high level of plasticity to a high level of stability, i.e., from unstable specialized groups to well-organized and well-separated specialized groups.
In this transition, the separation of the specialized groups at each level is accelerated as a consequence of P1, thereby increasing the resistance of learning agents to change their groups.
Meanwhile, the evolution of the self-organizing hierarchical structure (P2) accelerates the evolution of specialized learning and generalization (P1).
The transition following the Dem-AI principle in the dual specialized-generalized process is illustrated in Figure 4 . In this transition, the learning agents are grouped according to the similarities of their learning tasks at the early stage. Then, the generalized process helps in the construction of the hierarchical generalized knowledge for the specialized groups and encourages the group members to be close together. Meanwhile, the specialized learning processes leverages the personalized and specialized group learning to exploit their biased dataset and deviate from the common generalized knowledge. The hierarchical structure becomes stable with the coexistence of well-separated highly-complex specialized groups to provide different highlyefficient specialized models for solving the complex learning tasks. This may, however, lead to "overfitting" in the training environment. Thus, to deal with the environment changes we should properly control this dual process to achieve a high specialized performance while preserving the generalized capabilities of the Dem-AI learning system.
III. REFERENCE DESIGN OF DEMOCRATIZED LEARNING
In the previous section, we introduced the fundamental concepts and general principles in the Dem-AI philosophy for democratized learning. In this section, we initiate a reference design with guidelines for the Dem-AI philosophy that is inspired by observations of various interdisciplinary mechanisms in nature. Specifically, a Dem-AI system requires four essential mechanisms:
transition mechanism of plasticity-stability, self-organizing hierarchical structuring, specialized learning, and generalization that will be presented in the following subsections.
A. Plasticity-Stability Transition Mechanism in Dem-AI Meta-Law
The transition of the plasticity and stability of Dem-AI systems in the meta-law design can drive the evolution of the specialized and generalized processes, following suitable mechanisms based on the characteristic of the learning systems. As shown in Fig. 5a , according to the Dem-AI principle, the specialized process with the incremental stability force becomes dominant in the generalized process with the decremental plasticity force. To implement this transition, we can approximate the whole learning process by different stages that are changing from a high level of plasticity to a high level of stability in specialized learning, generalization, and the self-organizing hierarchical structuring mechanism. Analogously, in physics, we associate the transition in our meta-law with the pendulum principle [16] that shows a transition from the potential to the kinetic energy by the energy conversation law and exhibits a cyclic increment or decrement in sine forms. This analogy additionally reveals a hidden relationship between stability and plasticity that can inspire other suitable engineering mechanisms. Thereafter, we can incorporate Hebbian and homeostatic plasticity mechanisms, studied extensively in neuroscience [14] , to regulate the Dem-AI systems.
B. Self-organizing hierarchical structuring mechanism Fig. 5b shows the self-organizing hierarchical structuring mechanism that helps in constructing and maintaining the structure of many levels of specialized groups. This structuring process can be divided into three stages: in their learning models. A new level can be created when the measure of distances among current groups is greater than a threshold pre-defined for each level. The structure can reach the maximum number of levels which is defined in the Dem-AI meta-law. Alternatively, we can use existing hierarchical clustering algorithms [17] or game-theoretic mechanisms [18] [19] [20] .
• Adaptation Stage: The adaptation stage allows the learning agents to change their groups.
When the level of group plasticity is high, the measured distances among specialized groups are short, and, as such, agents can move among these groups.
• High Specialization Stage: The Dem-AI system allows micro-adjustments in low-level groups in response to the well-separated and stable specialized groups that are already formed.
When new learning agents participate in the learning system, they are attracted and will join the most appropriated high-level specialized groups. Later, they will be admitted to lowerlevel specialized groups with whom they share the similarities in the learning characteristics.
As a result, these agents leverage the existing group knowledge to speed up their learning process. Furthermore, with the availability of new data, the agents can contribute their valuable personalized knowledge to the groups which subsequently improves the generalization capability of the groups. The measured distance in the structuring mechanism can be built on the differences in the characteristics of learning agents or specialized groups (e.g., in FL, the distance can be a function of model parameters, gradients, or momentum at learning agents or groups).
(a) Specialized learning mechanism.
(b) Hierarchical generalization mechanism. Fig. 6 : Specialized learning and generalization mechanism in the Dem-AI system. In swarm intelligence system, e.g., swarm robotics, the self-organized behaviors of a large number of robots can coordinate at designing robust, scalable, and flexible collective behaviors [15] , that can be instrumental for our mechanism design. Similarly, in addition to the development process of a social structure, the other suitable mechanisms such as the growth process in a biological cell can be incorporated. In biology, the solid complex composited structures such as DNA can be separated after the initial coincidence period in the cell division process. For well-separated groups that are formed, the agents who become excessively different through personalized learning (e.g., different gradient and personalized model parameters) or those who function poorly can be eliminated from their groups. Analogously, such mechanisms can be found in the immune responses to destroy unhealthy cells (e.g., cancer or virus-infected cells) [21] . However, we can also consider that these agents behave as new learning agents and move towards other suitable groups.
C. Specialized Learning Mechanism
Specialized learning facilitates the personalized and specialized group learning capability using existing hierarchical generalized knowledge that is represented in Fig. 6a . For this mechanism, we discuss the general design of personalized learning and specialized group learning, as well as related problems.
Personalized learning problem at learning agents: In Dem-AI, a personalized learning problem can be constructed for each learning agent with a personalized learning objective (PLO) that comprises: 1) a personalized learning goal (PLG), and 2) a reusable generalized knowledge (GK). For example, PLG and GK can be constructed from the learning loss function, the difference between the new model parameters and the model parameters that are created from higher-level specialized groups, respectively (e.g., FEDL [5] , FedProx [12] ), i.e.,
where N (k) g , and GK(N (k) g ) are the number of agents and the generalized knowledge in the specialized group level k, respectively. Accordingly, the higher levels of generalized knowledge are less important to solve any specific learning task at the agents than the lower-level specialized knowledge. Since the specialized process becomes more important to improve the specialized capability of the personalized learning model, the weight parameter β t must be decreased to reduce the plasticity while α t must be increased according to the meta-law design. If the learning agents cannot directly incorporate the generalized knowledge (e.g., they do not have the same model parameters), a special integration mechanism for the hierarchical structure of knowledge is required. Moreover, computing, communication resource and delay constraints also need to be considered in the learning problem.
Specialized learning problem at specialized groups: In case of group members who do not have learning capabilities or those who are required to solve a coordination task, the specialized group learning problem can be constructed at their representative. The goal of this problem is to fit the collective datasets from all members, where the group behaves as a virtual agent to solve the learning problem. Further, the specialized group learning can also have special decentralized learning structures (e.g., sharing of critic network in multi-agent deep reinforcement learning (DRL) [22] , meta-training phase in MLF [9] ). Similar to the personalized learning problem, the specialized group learning needs to be extended by leveraging the generalized knowledge from the higher-level specialized groups.
D. Generalization Mechanism
The generalization mechanism aims to collectively construct the hierarchical generalized knowledge from all existing specialized groups or learning agents, as illustrated in Fig. 6b . Accordingly, the generalized knowledge extends the generalization capability of the Dem-AI system to learn new tasks or deal with environment changes more efficiently. For this purpose, we propose four strategies that are suitable for different levels: Direct knowledge sharing, indirect knowledge sharing, election, and union that can be fixed or can be realized from a categorical distribution of these strategies. At the lowest-level specialized groups, the direct knowledge sharing of learning agents is possible due to the similarity in the learning task to be performed. At the higher-level specialized groups, the indirect knowledge sharing among subgroups (i.e., transferred knowledge, meta-knowledge) becomes more probable due to the huge differences among specialized groups and the characteristics of learning tasks. Throughout the learning process, the groups become more and more specialized for efficiently solving different complex learning tasks. Consequently, the generalized knowledge of the specialized groups becomes very different at a higher level. Thus, an election mechanism based on voting can help in reaching consensus among specialized groups. To this end, a union mechanism is designed as an ensemble of the collection of highlyspecialized groups. This is a possible way to maintain the diversity of potential groups for the entire learning system. Basically, the diversity of potential groups plays a vital role in the learning system. It allows the preservation of ineffective specialized groups who have fewer members or those who show low performance in the training setting, but are potentially able to deal with the changes in the training environment or new tasks. Therefore, the union and election mechanisms of Dem-AI are related to the diversity maintenance of the biological species by natural selection and non-competitive processes (i.e., symbiosis) in the evolution process or the robustness of decentralized systems [23] . In addition to the measurement of efficiency, the robustness or diversity of the Dem-AI system can be measured and controlled throughout the training time following a validation procedure.
Hierarchical learning model parameters averaging for knowledge sharing: In the case of a shared global model among all group members, the direct knowledge sharing can be designed with the hierarchical averaging of the global model parameters (GMP) at each level k as follows:
where S is the set of subgroups of a specialized group, N
is the number of agents in subgroup i, and N (k) g is the total number of agents in the current specialized group at level k.
Parameter γ t controls the update frequency of the generalized knowledge whose value decreases over time as the members become well-specialized in their learning knowledge. Accordingly, the model parameters of the subgroups which have more numbers of agents become more important in the generalized model.
Knowledge distillation and knowledge transfer: Knowledge distillation [24] and knowledge transfer among multiple tasks [10] , [11] are important techniques to extend the capabilities of knowledge sharing. For example, in [24] , knowledge distillation mechanisms such as exchanging model parameters, model outputs, and surrogate data are incorporated in distributed machine learning frameworks. Meanwhile, knowledge transfer has been recently studied in the federated MTL setting using different types of MTL regularization such as cluster structure, probabilistic priors, and graphical models [10] . Moreover, the work [11] forms a Bayesian network and uses variational inference methods with the lateral connections design between the server and client models to transfer knowledge among tasks. Different from the recent works, the conventional organizational knowledge creation theory [25] introduced a promising paradigm in which the new knowledge of an organization is articulated from the knowledge of individuals and selforganized in a hierarchical structure. Accordingly, the shared knowledge can be in an abstract form or an explicit combination of the individual's knowledge through the conceptualization and crystallization process. In doing so, together with the hierarchical learning model parameters averaging, we can develop suitable knowledge sharing approaches for the generalization mechanism in our Dem-AI systems.
E. Example of Dem-AI Systems: Multi-language Handwriting Recognition
In this subsection, we present a novel multi-language handwriting recognition system based on our Dem-AI reference design, as shown in Fig. 7 . A typical handwriting language recognition application has an embedded virtual assistant to improve the capability for understanding human written texts in various languages. However, to realize such systems, we need separate recognition models for each language (e.g., English and Korean). Using our Dem-AI reference design, agents undergo self-organization to form appropriate hierarchical regional/social groups so as to share the similarity in the characteristics of their languages. By exploiting such structures, the learning system can collectively incorporate the personalized experiences of users that improve the generalization learning model. Subsequently, it empowers the recognition capability at each agent along with increasing the importance of the specialized process in the system. This kind of application can scale up to large number of agents and support multiple languages. Thus, it has a potential to integrate different voice recognition models for developing a fully supporting virtual assistant at each client. Accordingly, we unleash limitless possibilities for employing the Dem-AI philosophy in future distributed AI applications and, in the next section, we discuss on new research challenges.
IV. EXTENSION OF EXISTING MACHINE LEARNING SETTINGS AND CHALLENGES
The learning objective in the democratized learning setting for a large-scale distributed learning system cannot be readily solved by existing machine learning techniques. Further, the limited design considerations and frameworks for both generalized and specialized capabilities of the distributed learning models necessitate a radical change in our approach to create efficient and better scalable learning systems. In the previous sections, as a first step to address these challenges, we established the Dem-AI philosophy and provided reference mechanisms from the interdisciplinary fields in nature. Accordingly, in the following subsections, we come up with new research challenges to develop future large-scale distributed learning systems that can leverage the Dem-AI philosophy, principle, and reference mechanisms.
A. Federated Learning towards Democratized Learning
Naturally, FL setting for a single learning task can be extended to multiple complex learning tasks with a very large number of biased learning agents in a democratized learning system. Also, the learning agent's biases due to the characteristics of limited personalized data is a more general setting than the current non-i.i.d use cases of FL. Therefore, the self-organizing hierarchical structuring mechanism in Dem-AI can better adhere to the difference and similarity of the learning at the agents, which can be a promising direction to solve the problem of personalization and generalization more efficiently. Moreover, Dem-AI also provides a better mechanism to handle newly arriving learning agents or deal with the changes at the agents (e.g., a change in their local datasets) due to the properties of self-organizing hierarchical structure and underlying dual processes. By moving new agents to suitable specialized groups, Dem-AI leverages new personalized knowledge for that group, where new members can also reuse the current specialized group knowledge.
Furthermore, in the current practical setting of the FL system, only a subset of available agents are chosen during the training process. This procedure leads to a very high-level group plasticity.
Therefore, it is challenging to build a stable system having many levels of the hierarchical structure. In such a case, the number of levels in the hierarchical structure can be limited to a small number. The corresponding two essential research questions that can potentially revolutionize the FL towards Dem-AI systems are: 1) How can we design a suitable self-organizing hierarchical structuring mechanism, and 2) How can we better leverage the generalized knowledge by using a new hierarchical averaging mechanism or other relevant sharing knowledge approaches.
In addition, we can extend the Dem-AI philosophy to other distributed learning systems that are analogous to FL, such as the brainstorming generative adversarial network (GAN) system proposed in [26] which applies FL-like principles to generative models rather than inference models.
B. Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning
The setting of mixed competitive-cooperative MARL discussed in [22] and [27] requires decentralized policies for learning agents to coordinate their behavior for solving complex tasks. In fact, shared common knowledge and hierarchical policy design arise naturally in the decentralized cooperative tasks, as discussed in [27] . However, to scale up the design with a large number of learning agents who need to perform multiple coordination tasks would be very challenging using the existing designs. Furthermore, current MARL systems are ineptly designed for handling environmental changes, such as the deployment of new agents or the deployment in different environments. We believe that the democratized learning philosophy and the presented reference mechanisms can provide more flexible approaches to control exploration and exploitation capabilities with a self-organizing hierarchical structure of the agents. This can help MARL systems as those in [27] and [22] evolve towards a better scalable and powerful design. Dem-AI also provides an opportunity to collectively train for multiple basic DRL tasks in each agent, and then the collective knowledge can help to solve more difficult tasks with specialized groups of agents. Subsequently, such decentralized autonomous systems can be widely applied to handle multiple complex tasks in future applications. In our recent work [28] , we showed a simple Dem-AI principle for DRL whereby we allowed a DRL agent to gain "experience" on extreme events (which can be seen as a specialized process) by training over a GAN-based system. Using this early work, one can build a more elaborate MA-DRL system under the Dem-AI umbrella.
C. Multi-Task Learning and Meta-Learning
The current setting of MTL and meta-learning is restricted to train similar tasks or strongly correlated learning tasks, and it focuses on maintaining a certain level of generalization and performance for each learning task. Recent federated MTL frameworks such as those in [10] and [11] resolve the statistical challenges of different user-dependent data distributions in the classical FL with different but similar learning tasks at each client. Therefore, to turn the existing federated MTL frameworks and MLF into practical large-scale distributed learning systems, Dem-AI mechanisms are necessary to build a hierarchical generalization by grouping similar or strongly correlated tasks. Thereafter, a new task can join a suitable correlated group of tasks, eliminating the need for them to be very similar to all of the training tasks. Therefore, grouping a large number of tasks in a self-organizing hierarchical structure with different levels of knowledge transfer learning is one of the promising designs to extend MLF and MTL frameworks towards a large-scale design.
D. Transfer Learning
Transfer learning is an important technique that can help in the sharing of knowledge among specialized group members and among multiple tasks in democratized learning. The generalized knowledge can be transferable, directly or indirectly, due to the similar characteristic such as in-group sharing based on recent works: federated distillation [24] or novel GAN designs for distributed datasets [26] , [29] . However, the high-level of specialized knowledge is often difficult to transfer due to high dissimilarity and incompatibility of the knowledge. Therefore, we need a novel approach to extract specialized knowledge from different learning tasks. Moreover, a consensus of incompatible knowledge can be reached among the members or specialized groups by the novel election and union mechanism. Therefore, the hierarchical structure in transfer learning is a promising research direction that will enable the democratized learning system for solving multiple complex learning tasks more efficiently.
V. CONCLUSION
Existing machine learning designs face critical challenges to scale up the current centralized AI systems into the distributed AI systems that can perform multiple complex learning tasks. In this paper, we have established the principles of a novel democratized learning setting, that is dubbed as Dem-AI, while reviewing and incorporating the natural design considerations for the distributed machine learning systems. As an initial step towards this, we have first established a natural design approach using the Dem-AI philosophy and its reference mechanisms from various interdisciplinary fields designed for the large-scale distributed learning systems. In particular, we have presented the evolution of the specialized and generalized process, and the formation of self-organizing hierarchical structure in the Dem-AI principle. Next, with Dem-AI, we have introduced possible extensions on machine learning settings and new challenges for the existing learning approaches to provide better scalable and flexible learning systems.
